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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for anydamages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

[Claim (s) ] 

[Claim 1] Data rewriting equipment which has a data modification means to change the 

condition alternatively or in adjustable to the storage with which the program to which the service 

condition was set was memorized. 

[Claim 2] Said data modification means is data rewriting equipment according to claim 1 which 

is what rewrites [ among a time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity ] numeric data 

to the storage with which the program to which the limit was set was memorized by a time, use 

time, a desired use count, or a desired operating capacity about at least one condition. 

[Claim 3] It is data rewriting equipment with which it has the storage with which the program to 

which the limit was set about at least one condition among a time, use time, a use count, or an 

operating capacity was memorized, the terminal computer which has this storage, and the host 

computer connected to this terminal computer, and a host computer outputs the rewriting numeric 

data of a desired time, a use count, or an operating capacity to a terminal computer according to 

the event demand from a terminal computer. 

[Claim 4] It is the data rewriting approach of storing in a storage the program to which the 

service condition which can change conditions alternatively or in adjustable was set, and a 

computer choosing conditions according to a rewriting demand of a service condition, or changing 

a numeric value, and having been made to rewrite the data of a program. 

[Claim 5] It is the data rewriting approach of storing in a storage the program to which the limit 

was set about at least one condition among a time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity, 

and having been made to rewrite the numeric data of a desired time, use time, a use count, or an 

operating capacity to the service condition of the program in which the computer had the demand 

according to the rewriting demand of the service condition from a terminal. 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Field of the Invention] This invention imposes a limit of use to the program memorized by the 

storage, and relates to the data rewriting equipment which can set up the conditions of use 

beforehand by request of a user, and the approach of rewriting. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] From the former, software of a computer is memorized and 

software-package-ized by a floppy disk (FD), CD-ROM or a magneto-optic disk (MO), etc., and 

is mainly sold to it in the shop. Such a software package is based on the contents of software, and 
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there is also millions of expensive yen thing in inside from thousands of yen. However, it is 

determined by the software with which FD and CD-ROM were very cheap in itself with software, 

and the above-mentioned tariff was memorized. 

[0003] Moreover, in recent years, the database is wide opened for pay with the computer 

network using the telephone line etc. In this case, it is not a shop front, database software is 

operated with each user's computer terminal, and a tariff is collected afterwards according to the 

amount of use. 

[0004] 

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invention] It was a place, for example, when it was actually 

used for purchasing an expensive software package, anticipation was betrayed and it was useless, 

and it was not able to be said that it used and **** (ed) only several times. Moreover, if it is an 

expensive software package, it cannot simplify purchasing to a trial, either. Moreover, since the 

copy of software was illegal, it was not able to be copied by saying that it is expensive. In this 

case, although there was also a software package for sample offer which can use only the count of 

fixed and a fixed period, there was no leadership in a user side. For example, it might finish, 

without purchasing, since the operation which he wishes cannot be chosen even if interested, since 

it is not what can be used for the count for which a user asks, a period or a date, etc. 

[0005] Furthermore, the tariff was only paid as there is no leadership and it used for the user 

side similarly, when a database was used with a computer network. Therefore, the operation 

which he wishes beforehand was not able to be chosen. 

[0006] Furthermore, although the sample offer software package was sold at a low price for the 

manufacturer for sales promotion of an expensive software package, the cost for manufacturing a 

sample offer software package independently besides the software package of normal had started. 

[0007] This invention is for solving the above-mentioned technical problem. The purpose is that 

a user side takes the leadership and enables it to impose a desired service condition on software. 

[0008] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] Therefore, in invention of claim 1, it considered as the 

configuration which has a data modification means to change the condition alternatively or in 

adjustable to the storage with which the program to which the service condition was set was 

memorized. Therefore, it can make it possible to use desired conditions, for example, a part of 

programs, with a data modification means with the storage with which the program to which the 

limit was added about some conditions was memorized. 

[0009] Moreover, in addition to the configuration of invention of claim 1, in invention of claim 

2, said data discharge means was considered as the configuration which rewrites the numeric data 

of a desired time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity to the storage with which the 

program to which the limit was set about at least one condition among a time, use time, a use 

count, or an operating capacity was memorized. Although use of the software becomes impossible 

with the storage with which the program to which was followed, for example, the limit was added 

about the use count was memorized when the set-up use count counts up, **** can use the 
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software succeedingly again by rewriting a desired count. 

[0010] Moreover, it had the storage with which the program to which the limit was set about at 

least one condition among a time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity was memorized, 

the terminal computer which has this storage, and the computer connected to this terminal 

computer, and the host computer consisted of invention of claim 3 so that the rewriting numeric 

data of a desired time, a use count, or an operating capacity might be outputted to a terminal 

computer according to the event demand from a terminal computer. With the storage with which 

the data with which it followed, for example, the limit was added about the use count were 

memorized, when the set-up use count counts up, use of the software becomes impossible. In that 

case, a terminal computer is operated and the event demand of rewriting of a desired count is 

carried out to a host computer. Then, a host computer outputs rewriting data to a terminal 

computer, and **** can use the software succeedingly again. 

[0011] Moreover, the program to which the service condition which can change conditions 

alternatively or in adjustable was set was stored in the storage, and the computer consisted of 

invention of claim 4 according to the rewriting demand of a service condition only for desired 

conditions to be used to the service condition of a program with a demand. For example, when a 

function usable about the program can be chosen, it can be used by choosing only a part of 

functions. 

[0012] Moreover, the program to which the limit was set about at least one condition among a 

time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity was stored in the storage, and according to 

the rewriting demand of the service condition from a terminal, the computer consisted of 

invention of claim 5 so that numeric data might be rewritten to the service condition of a program 

with a demand by a time, use time, a desired use count, or a desired operating capacity. For 

example, with the storage with which the data with which the limit was added about the use count 

were memorized, when the set-up use count counts up, use of the software becomes impossible. 

In that case, a computer rewrites the rewriting data of a desired count to a storage according to a 

demand. Then, **** can use the software succeedingly again. 

[0013] 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained 

based on drawing. 

[Gestalt 1 of operation] As shown in drawing 1 , data rewriting equipment consists of a 

computer 10, an input unit 11, FD equipment 12, and a monitor 13. An operator operates an input 

device 11 and it inputs various data. An input unit 11 consists of ten keys, is rewritten to CPU20, 

and inputs a numeric value. It writes in the new data outputted from a computer 11 while FD 

equipment 12 sets the storage slack floppy disk FD, reads the contents of data and outputs them 

to a computer 11. The program on which the use limit of a time, use time, a use count, or an 

operating capacity was imposed is memorized by the floppy disk FD. The limit of a use count is 

imposed with the gestalt 1 of this operation, a monitor 13 display the contents of data and the 

value input by the name of the software which rewrite , the firm name of the software , the dealer 
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that sold the software , the hysteresis of rewriting , the conditions ( which limit of a time , use 

time , a use count , or an operating capacity be there ? ) of use , use residual time amount , a 

count or capacity , and the input unit 11 , and the value after rewriting be display , respectively . 

[0014] Next, the electric configuration of the data rewriting equipment constituted in this way is 

explained based on drawing 2 . A read only memory (ROM) 21 and random access memory 

(RAM) 22 are connected to the data modification means slack central processing unit (CPU) 20 

arranged in the computer 10. Based on the program memorized by ROM21, actuation of the 

whole equipment is controlled or CPU20 performs various data processing. The operation program 

for the control program for control of the whole equipment and various data processing, the 

directions program which directs rewriting of a floppy disk FD are memorized by ROM21. 

RAM22 is memory in which read-out and rewriting are possible, and memorizes the 

data-processing result of CPU20 temporarily. 

[0015] Said input unit 11, FD equipment 12, and a monitor 13 are connected to CPU20. 

Moreover, FD detection equipment 23 and document issue-of-banknotes equipment 24 are 

connected to CPU20. FD detection equipment 23 detects the set condition of the floppy disk FD 

to said FD equipment 12. Moreover, document issue-of-banknotes equipment 24 publishes the 

document which indicated the detail of the tariff according to specified conditions, such as a use 

count and duration of service. 

[0016] CPU20 reads bibliography-data, such as use limit data (limit about at least one of a time, 

use time, a use count, or the operating capacity), and a name of software, from a floppy disk FD 

based on the directions program which directs rewriting of the floppy disk FD from ROM21. And 

the data of use residual time amount, a count, or capacity are rewritten. A monitor 13 is made to 

display CPU20 about use limit data, as shown in drawing 3 . And an operator inputs new numeric 

data with an input unit 11. For example, with the gestalt 1 of this operation, the service condition 

is set [ software / of drawing 3 / A ] up about the use count, and suppose that the residual use 

count was 2 times. And a new count (for example, 50 times) is inputted from an input unit 11, 

and if the count inputted in the confirmation key which is not illustrated is decided, CPU20 will 

add 50 to a residual use count, and will rewrite a residual use count with 52. In addition, a service 

condition can consider the case where add the numeric value inputted to the case where a time is 

variously rewritten like drawing 4 as a service condition, or remaining capacity (figure of the 

cutting tool unit which can be processed) according to the contents (the contents of the software 

package) of the program, and the contents of the address are rewritten etc. 

[0017] Moreover, CPU20 reads account data from a floppy disk FD. As for account data, the 

tariff per number-of-unit values, such as a time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity, is 

assigned. For example, as shown in drawing 3 , by A software, it is set up for 1 time / 20 yen, 

and since the use count was inputted as 50 times by the input unit 11, CPU20 performs the 

multiplication of 20x50, and sets up a 1000 yen tariff. 

[0018] Next, an operation of this operation gestalt is explained based on the flow chart of 

drawing 5 . When CPU20 checks a floppy disk FD with FD detection equipment 23 in step 
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(hereafter referred to as S) 1, use limit data, account data, etc. are called in S2, and it is **. It 

judges whether in S3, CPU20 had a numeric data input from an input device 11. And when it is 

judged that there was a numeric data input, it calculates in data-processing process slack S4. And 

while rewriting by transmitting the rewritten use limit data to a floppy disk FD, the document in 

which the contents which rewrote to document issue-of-banknotes equipment 24 with the tariff, 

and were used as it in S6 were written down is made to issue in S5. In addition, a tariff and the 

data of rewriting are memorized by RAM22. On the other hand, if CPU20 does not have an input 

in S3, in S7, it will be in the standby condition of the waiting for an input. 

[0019] And an operator hands a user by using a document as a receipt while collecting a tariff in 

exchange for the floppy disk FD removed from FD equipment 12. The following effectiveness is 

done so with constituting as mentioned above. 

[0020] (1) Apart from a software package coming to hand, it can set up free by conditions, for 

example, the use count, duration of service, etc. of a request of it, if the tariff corresponding to it 

is paid, it can compare, and it can be used also by a slight count and time amount. For example, it 

sets up, or if it is a new game, that use count will be set as a trial how many times, so that it can 

be used while the version up version even comes out, and if interesting, the use gestalt of being 

able to set up many use counts can be considered, in this case, a toll is paid fundamentally — even 

if divide and come out, it is and it is what kind of software — the conventionally expensive 

software package ~ as the cost price of a disk — no charge ~ or it can obtain at a bargain price. 

[0021] Therefore, while the opportunity for a user to purchase various software increases 

compared with the former, the conditions of a request of a user can be imposed and tolerance 

increases about usabiilty. 

[0022] (2) If the count and time amount which the manufacturer side set up pass, it will 

become impossible to already use in the conventional sample offer software package. Although he 

wanted to use more, when the software package of normal did not need to be purchased, the new 

article of a sample offer software package newly had to be purchased. However, also when the 

sale campaign stage of a sample offer software package had passed and the software package of 

expensive normal had to be purchased, it was. Moreover, the sample offer software package itself 

is thrown away and is useless. 

[0023] However, since a use limit can be canceled and used also for how with a user subject 

according to the gestalt of this operation, the concept itself called a sample offer software package 

is lost, and a problem like before is solved. 

[0024] [Gestalt 2 of operation] As shown in drawing 6 , data rewriting equipment consists of 

terminal computers 31 connected with the host computer 30 and this host computer 30 through 

the communication line. The monitor 32, the storage slack hard disk 33, and the terminal side 

input unit 34 are connected to the terminal computer 31. A monitor 32 displays the contents of 

data and the value inputted by the name of software and the conditions (which limit of a time, 

use time, a use count, or an operating capacity is there?) of use of rewriting, use residual time 

amount, a count or capacity, and the input unit 34, and the value after rewriting are displayed, 
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respectively. A hard disk 33 is a bulk memory in which read-out installed in the terminal 

computer 31 and rewriting are possible. The program on which the use limit was imposed about 

the time introduced into the hard disk 33 from the commercial software package, use time, a use 

count, or an operating capacity is memorized. The terminal side input unit 34 consists of ten keys, 

is rewritten to 2nd CPU50, and inputs a numeric value. 

[0025] Next, the electric configuration of the data rewriting equipment constituted in this way is 

explained based on drawing 7 . ROM51 and RAM52 are connected to the 1st slack CPU 50 of a 

data modification means arranged in the host computer 30. Based on the program memorized by 

ROM51, actuation of the whole equipment is controlled or 1st CPU50 performs various data 

processing. The operation program for the control program for control of the whole equipment 

and various data processing, the directions program which directs the output of the code for 

rewriting about a use limit to a terminal computer 31 side are memorized by ROM51. In addition, 

since it is the same as that of the gestalt 1 of operation about RAM52, explanation is omitted. 

[0026] ROM54 and RAM55 are connected to the 2nd slack CPU 53 of a data modification 

means arranged in the terminal computer 31. Based on the program memorized by ROM54, 

actuation of the whole equipment is controlled or 2nd CPU53 performs various data processing. 

Based on the program memorized by ROM54, actuation of the whole equipment is controlled or 

2nd CPU53 performs various data processing. The operation program for the control program for 

control of the whole equipment and various data processing etc. is memorized by ROM54. In 

addition, since it is the same as that of the gestalt 1 of operation about RAM55, explanation is 

omitted. Moreover, said hard disk 33 and the terminal side input unit 34 are connected to 2nd 

CPU53. 

[0027] 2nd CPU53 reads bibliography-data, such as a name of use limit data (limit about at 

least one of a time, use time, a use count, or the operating capacity) and account data of a 

predetermined program, and software, from a hard disk 33 by actuation of a user's terminal side 

input device 34. And 2nd CPU53 is displayed about the contents of the use limit data taken out 

on the monitor 13. And a user inputs new numeric data with the terminal side input unit 34. For 

example, the service condition is set [ software / of drawing 3 / A ] up about the use count, and 

suppose that the residual use count was 2 times. And if a new count (for example, 50 times) is 

inputted from the terminal side input unit 34, CPU53 will add 50 to a residual use count, and will 

rewrite a residual use count with 52. In addition, the service condition varies with the contents 

(the contents of the software package) of the program like the gestalt 1 of operation. 

[0028] Moreover, as for account data, the tariff per number-of-unit values, such as a time, use 

time, a use count, or an operating capacity, is assigned. For example, as shown in drawing 3 , by 

A software, it is set up for 1 time / 20 yen, and since the use count was inputted as 50 times, 2nd 

CPU53 performs the multiplication of 20x50, and determines a 1000 yen tariff. 

[0029] Thus, the numeric data of the new use count and tariff which the user inputted is 

outputted to 1st CPU50 through a communication line, after being exchanged in a recognition 

code between 1st CPU50 and 2nd CPU53 and connecting the circuit of 1st CPU50 and 2nd 
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CPU53. 1st CPU50 outputs conversely the code data of the purport which attests the numeric data 

based on the directions program which directs rewriting from ROM51 to 2nd CPU53. Based on 

this code, numeric data new about use limit data is decided, and 2nd CPU53 rewrites the data of 

the program memorized by the hard disk 33. On the other hand, 1st CPU50 makes RAM52 

memorize the rewritten numeric data. 

[0030] Next, an operation of the gestalt 2 of this operation is explained. If the line connection of 

the 1st CPU50 and 2nd CPU53 is carried out in Sll, 50 will judge whether the numeric data and 

account data which wish to rewrite in 1st CPUS12 were outputted from 2nd CPU53. When there 

is an output, in S13, 1st CPU50 makes RAM52 memorize data, and outputs the code data of the 

purport which attests the numeric data subsequently transmitted in S14. On the other hand, when 

data are not outputted from 2nd CPU53 in S12, in S15, 1st CPU50 counts fixed time amount, and 

a circuit will be intercepted if the deadline of is passed. 

[0031] With constituting as mentioned above, in addition to the effectiveness of the gestalt 1 of 

operation, rewriting about a use limit can perform the gestalt 2 of operation with a user's terminal 

computer 31, and it becomes convenient. 

[0032] As mentioned above, although the gestalt of operation of this invention was explained, it 

changes into other modes and this invention can also be carried out. For example, the gestalten 1 

and 2 of the a above-mentioned implementation explained the case where it rewrote about the 

program on which the use limit independent about a use count or a time was imposed. However, 

it is also possible to carry out this as [ impose / on one program / two or more use limits (for 

example, like / of a time and duration of service /) ], and to change a limit of these plurality by 

request. 

[0033] b) The gestalten 1 and 2 of the above-mentioned implementation explained the case 

where the limit about a time, use time, a use count, or an operating capacity was imposed about a 

service condition. However, it is also possible to set up a service condition about the function of a 

program. For example, when you want only a part of functions about software with various 

functions (it is a case [ want / only a dictionary function ] etc. with word-processing software), 

a user may enable it to choose only a part of functions. 

[0034] c) With the gestalt 2 of the above-mentioned implementation, alter operation of data 

modification is performed from the terminal computer 31 which uses a program. However, it is 

not necessarily from a terminal computer 31, for example, alter operation may be carried out by 

using telephone as a terminal. 

[0035] d) Although he was trying to rewrite the numeric data memorized by the floppy disk FD 

with the gestalt 1 of the above-mentioned implementation, you may make it use 

magneto-optic-disk MO for this. Moreover, although CD-ROM cannot be written on, the floppy 

disk FD or magneto-optic-disk MO which made the driver which drives the program of CD-ROM 

memorize is prepared independently, and it may be made to write the data about a use limit in 

this. 

[0036] e) He was trying to output 1st CPU50 to 2nd CPU53 of an authorization code with the 
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gestalt 2 of the above-mentioned implementation. However, identification code is attached to the 

numeric data for rewriting outputted from 2nd CPU53 in this, and you may make it return with 

numeric data. In addition, it is free to change and carry out in the range which does not deviate 

from the meaning of this invention. 

[0037] The technical thought of others which are grasped according to the above example is 

indicated below with the effectiveness. 

(1) In addition to the configuration of claim 1 or invention of two, said storage consisted of 

external storage. Therefore, in addition to claim 1, or an operation and effectiveness of 2, a 

storage can be taken out free and can be carried out. 

[0038] (2) Rewrite to either of claims 1-3, and install a data output means (the gestalt of the 

above-mentioned implementation document issue-of-banknotes equipment 24) . Thus, if 

constituted, a user understands the rewritten contents. 

[0039]  (3) Install an input means (the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation input 

units 11 and 34) side by side in claims 1-5, an additional remark (l), or (2). 

[0040] 

[Effect of the Invention] As explained in full detail above, according to claims 1 and 2 and 4 or 

5 invention, it can be used on the service condition of a user's request of a commercial program, 

and tolerance increases about usabiilty. Moreover, in invention of claim 3, a user can operate a 

terminal, a service condition can be set up in addition to claims 1 and 2 and the effect of the 

invention of 4 and 5, and it is convenient. 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing 1] The approximate account Fig. explaining the configuration of the gestalt 1 of 

operation. 

[Drawing 2] The block diagram which similarly explains an electric configuration. 

[Drawing 3] The explanatory view of the indicative data displayed on the monitor of the 

gestalten 1 and 2 of operation. 

[Drawing 4] The explanatory view of the indicative data displayed on the same monitor. 

[Drawing 5] The flow chart of the gestalt 1 of the same operation. 

[Drawing 6] The approximate account Fig. explaining the configuration of the gestalt 2 of other 

operations. 

[Drawing 7] The block diagram which similarly explains an electric configuration. 

[Drawing 8] The flow chart of the gestalt 2 of the same operation. 

[Description of Notations] 

20 — data modification - a means -- CPU, 30 — host computer, 31 — terminal computer, and 33 

-- a storage — a hard disk, 50, and 53 — data modification -- a means - the 1st and 2nd CPUs 

and FD— a storage — a floppy disk. 
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